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Log Gaussian Cox process

Hierarchical Poisson process λ(s) = exp(Z(s)) for Z(s) a Gaussian random field
at s ∈ Rd .

X is a spatial point-based data discretizing the observation window S into
n1 × n2 grid cells {sij} with area |sij | for i = 1, ..., n1 and j = 1, ..., n2.

Yij is the observed number of points in grid cell sij and let ηij = Z(sij ).

The likelihood of the model

Yij |ηij ∼ Poisson(|sij | exp(ηij ))

where η is part of a larger Gaussian Markov random field (GMRF).



Tropical rainforest data

Locations of Beilschmiedia pendula Lauraceae registered in a 50-hectare plot in
the tropical moist forest of Barro Colorado Island in central Panama (see
Waagepetersen (2006)).

3605 tree locations are observed.

The region of interest is divided into a 201× 101 regular grid, each grid
represents an area of 25 squares meters.

Observed covariates: the mean elevation and the mean norm of the gradient.

The model for the latent variable

ηij = µ+ β1altij + β2gradij + fs (sij ) + uij



Approximate Bayesian inference using INLA

Bayesian inference using R-INLA (Rue, Martino & Chopin, 2009).

Deterministic fast approximate inference (computationally efficient).
Compute model comparison criteria, various predictive measures.

Gaussian priors were assigned to components of latent field.

fs (sij ) was modelled as second-order random walk on a lattice (second-order
polynomial intrinsic GMRF on a regular grid).

The full conditionals of the nodes in the interior of the regular grid
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 ,

Prec(fij |f−ij , τs ) = 20τs .

A sum-to-zero constraint is imposed on the spatial term to ensure identifiability
of µ.

Gamma prior was assigned to the precision parameter of the spatial component.



R-INLA

formula = y ~ 1 + elev + grad + f(i.spat, model="rw2d", nrow=nrow, ncol=ncol,
hyper = list(prec = list(prior="loggamma", param=c(1, 0.001))))
+ f(jj, model="iid", param=c(1,0.001))

result = inla(formula, family="poisson", data=y, verbose=TRUE,
control.inla = list(strategy = "gaussian", int.strategy="ccd"),
control.predictor=list(compute=TRUE), control.compute=list(dic=TRUE, cpo=TRUE))



Result

Fixed effects:

mean sd 0.025quant 0.5quant 0.975quant kld

(Intercept) 1.33976567 0.640918732 0.08274594 1.33984443 2.5965869 0

elev -0.02988093 0.004448756 -0.03860414 -0.02988113 -0.0211549 0

grad 8.52096844 0.492969632 7.55446603 8.52089689 9.4880609 0

Random effects:

Name Model Max KLD

i.spat Random walk 2D

jj IID model

Model hyperparameters:

mean sd 0.025quant 0.5quant 0.975quant

Precision for i.spat 8.62735 1.33787 6.31381 8.52044 11.54776

Precision for jj 1.19646 0.06438 1.07480 1.19485 1.32764

Expected number of effective parameters(std dev): 2494.31(83.87)

Number of equivalent replicates : 8.139

Deviance Information Criterion: 18687.74

Effective number of parameters: 3045.65

Marginal Likelihood: -32410.01

Warning: Interpret the marginal likelihood with care if the prior model is improper.

CPO and PIT are computed

Posterior marginals for linear predictor and fitted values computed



Plots - data

plot(bei, pch=".", cex=3, main="Locations of the 3605 trees")

par(mfrow=c(2,1),mar=c(2,2,2,1), oma=c(2,2,2,1))

xcoord=seq(0,200)

ycoord=seq(0,100)

image.plot(xcoord,ycoord,matrix(cov$elev.value,ncol,byrow=T), main="Altitude", col=gray(seq(0,1,len=1000)))

image.plot(xcoord,ycoord,matrix(cov$grad.value,ncol,byrow=T), main="Norm of the gradient", col=gray(seq(0,1,len=1000)))



Plots - posteriors

plot(result)

image.plot(xcoord,ycoord,matrix(result$summary.random$i.spat$mean,ncol,byrow=T), main="Posterior mean of the spatial effect",

col=gray(seq(0,1,len=1000)))



Latent models implemented by INLA

List of all models for the latent Gaussian field which are implemented in the R-INLA package
(http://www.r-inla.org/models):

Independent random variables (iid)

Linear (linear)

Random walk of order 1 (rw1)

Random walk of order 2 (rw2)

Continuous random walk of order 2 (crw2)

Model for seasonal variation (seasonal)

Model for spatial effect (besag)

Model for spatial effect (besagproper)

Model for weighted spatial effects (besag2)

Model for spatial effect + random effect (bym)

Autoregressive model of order 1 (ar1)

The Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process (ou)

User defined structure matrix, type 0 (generic0)

User defined structure matrix, type 1 (generic1)

User defined structure matrix, type 2 (generic2)

Model for correlated effects with Wishart prior (dimension 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5) (iid1d, iid2d, iid3d, iid4d, iid5d)

(Quite) general latent model (z)

Random walk of 2nd order on a lattice (rw2d)

Gaussian field with Matern covariance function (matern2d)



Likelihood models implemented by INLA

List of all likelihood models which are implemented in the R-INLA package:

Negative Binomial (nbinomial)

Poisson (poisson)

Binomial (binomial)

CBinomial (cbinomial)

Gaussian (gaussian)

Skew Normal (sn)

Laplace (laplace)

Student-t (T)

Gaussian model for stochastic volatility (stochvol)

Student-t model for stochastic volatility (stochvol.t)

NIG model for stochastic volatility (stochvol.nig)

Zero inflated Poisson (zeroinflated.poisson)

Zero inflated Binomial (zeroinflated.binomial)

Zero inflated negative Binomial (zeroinflated.nbinomial)

Zero inflated beta binomial (type 2) (zeroinflated.betabinomial)

Generalised extreme value distribution (GEV) (gev)

Beta (beta)

Beta-Binomial (betabinomial)

Logistic distribution (logistic)

Exponential (Survival models) (exponential)

Weibull (Survival model) (weibull)

LogLogistic (Survival model) (loglogistic)

LogNormal (Survival model) (lognormal)

Cox model (Survival model) (coxph)



Priors implemented by INLA

List of all available models for the prior distribution of the hyperparameters:

Normal distribution (normal or gaussian)

Log-gamma distribution (loggamma)

Improper flat prior (flat)

Truncated Normal distribution (logtnormal or logtgaussian)

Improper flat prior on the log scale (logflat)

Improper flat prior on the 1/ log scale (logiflat)

Wishart prior (wishart)

Beta for correlations (betacorrelation)

Logit of a Beta (logitbeta)

Define your own prior (expression)


